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Synopsis

DRUGS ACROSS THE SPECTRUM encourages you to examine the motivation for drug use, social implications of drug use, legal ramifications, and factors affecting how drugs interact with the human body. It provides a look at the history and culture surrounding drug use and abuse, key information regarding specific types of drugs, and a review of drug treatment, education, and prevention approaches and programs. Utilizing active learning features like "Fact or Fiction" and "Thinking Critically" questions, Goldberg offers an engaging book that helps readers personally understand the issues of drugs in society. Available with InfoTrac Student Collections http://gocengage.com/infotrac.
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Customer Reviews

Although the College requires this book for Health 210 (Substance Abuse); it was not worth the price; No offense to the authors. However, this book is full of opinions and statistics that make you wonder if these are real stats or just thoughts, numbers and ideas stemming from someone who has never been exposed to drugs, and the impact it can have on society. I got more from the professor's powerpoint presentations than this book..

Great text for my addictive behavior class. Psychology Major WilmU spring 15"

I rented this for my Problems of Substance Abuse class. I really wish I'd opted to buy it when the rental period was up, because I often want to refer back to it.
Good I'm just a little confused on how and when to return it.

Had to get it for school and it has served it's purpose.

Really interesting and informative.

As discribed fast shipping AA++

Thanks! Was as described
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